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1. INTRODUCTION

What makes a person a good language learner? Talent, a good teacher, a favourable

attitude towards the language and its speech community, the right neighborhood? Or perhaps

a combination of all of these factors?

This paper is part of a dissertation project which investigates the role of bilingualism in

the Kyrgyz educational system. In particular, it aims to explain how language learning and

language attitudes are related'. How do language attitudes influence language learning, and

how are language attitudes towards Kyrgyz and Russian created in the language learning

process both in and outside school in Kyrgyzstan?

In order to understand how speakers explain their own language competencies and

language attitudes, I am analysing language biographies, and I am observing language classes.

The term Language Biograph, refers to a semi-narrative interview, in which informants talk

about their life as speakers of two or more languages. I will present two language biographies

and analyse the most prototypical features in order to illustrate to which degree attitudes are

an outcome or an input into Russian and Kyrgyz learning in Kyrgyzstan.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1. INTERVIEW SETTING

The interview styles range between narrative and semi-structured, depending on how

many topics the informants touched upon by themselves. The opening question "Can you tell

me how you grew up with the languages that surround you?" or "How did it happen that you

speak those languages?" usually elicited memories, which circled around certain topics (see

1.2.). The choice and order of topics was left to the interviewee, so that he/she decided what

was relevant for an explanation of language acquisition processes in the Kyrgyzstani society.

The topics which were left unmentioned, were only at the end of the interview brought to the

informant's attention. Those topics are fixed in an interview guideline. The interviews lasted

between one and two hours, but interviewees were given more time if desired.

There are certain "situational and cultural helpers" which help elicit information in a

language biography:
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In a surrounding where the interviewer is a foreigner, he or she can pretend to know

very little about language issues in Kyrgyzstan. Thus, the questions are taken as actual

information questions and elicit elaborate explanations.

Due to the relevance of languages in multilingual Kyrgyzstan and the experience of

being dominated by a "colonial" language (Russian), people consider language issues

important and enjoy talking about them.

Every informant is an expert in her/his own language acquisition process, so she/he is

the only person who is able to explain why and how she/he learnt (did not learn) them

and which persons, incidents or strategies helped her/him.

All interviewees were multilingual. The interview language was Russian, even if it was not

the interviewees dominant language. This allows me to relate attitudes towards Russian with

the outcome of Russian language learning, namely Russian competence.

2.2. RECURRENT TOPICS

Although every person has his or her individual language biography, there are certain

recurring topics which are considered collective experiences. Those are the topics which are

most interesting for this research. These topics were identified in this research using a two-

step methodology. First, by using the qualitative method of narrative interviews, the

interviewees themselves were able to decide what they considered most relevant. In the

second step, the researcher decided what she interpreted as relevant topics. In this quantitative

analysis prototypical features are those that occur repetitively but not necessarily in the

majority of interviews. A certain feature A is defined as prototypical if other speakers, who

are asked to comment on it recognize a pattern which they find easy to place into their socio-

cultural knowledge. Hence, interviewing is only one part of gathering information but

observation is an obligatory complement for its meaningful interpretation.

In the two analysed interviews, recurrent topics are:

o Choice of school as an explanation for different language competencies

o Justification/ explanation of language competence and comparison with other speakers

o More or less detailed description of the language learning process

o Evaluation of language teaching in school

o Key persons in language acquisition and language maintenance

3
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o Emotional relation towards the languages 4 Language attitudes

o Attitudes towards one's own and other ethnic groups

o Analysis of mistakes, linguistic weaknesses and strengths

o Opinion about official language planning efforts

All of the above mentioned topics ultimately give insights into speakers' explanations of their

culture-specific language learning process. However, this paper will only focus on the topics

in bold face because they directly illustrate the relationship between language attitude,

language learning and the educational system.

2.3. INFORMANTS

INFORMANT 1:

I-1, a 24-year-old female student, grew up in an urban setting in southern Kyrgyzstan.

She is a bilingual speaker of Russian and Kyrgyz, but considers Russian her dominant

language: she thinks in Russian most of the time, uses it for writing, and prefers it for reading.

Although she spoke only Kyrgyz until she was 5 1/2, her Russian competencies increased

during the six months she attended a Russian kindergarten' and in the following years that she

attended a Russian school. This is where she acquired fluency and literacy in Russian. Her

competence in Kyrgyz meanwhile decreased, but was refreshed and maintained at a good

colloquial level during her relatives' visits and her vacations in her relatives' villages. After

finishing school in the beginning of the 1990s she went to the capital (Bishkek) for vocational

training, where she acted as an interpreter between the Kyrgyz and Russian monolinguals in

her class. She returned to the south and now studies French at university. Although she

received all her formal education in Russian, there she is registered in the Kyrgyz group,

which is very exceptional. After having difficulties with "standard" Kyrgyz in the beginning,

she now sees this as a chance to elaborate her Kyrgyz. The Kyrgyz and Russian groups were

later united into one Russian group, so that at the time the interview was taken (1999), she

received her academic education in Russian.

The Kyrgyz educational system is divided into Russian and Kyrgyz tracks. This, on the one hand, guarantees
mother tongue education for Kyrgyz speakers; however, it has also led to segregation on the basis of language.
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INFORMANT 2:

1-2, a 24-year-old male student, grew up in a rural setting in southern Kyrgyzstan. He is

a Kyrgyz speaker who evaluates his Russian competencies as poor. Although he expresses

himself quite fluently in Russian, he knows that he makes mistakes and says that he has

difficulties in expressing his opinion. He attended a Russian school until his 5th school year.

During his first year in Russian school he was allowed to speak Kyrgyz, as he remembers.

From the second year on, however, his teachers were Russians and he had to speak Russian.

From his 6th school year on, he was placed in a Kyrgyz school for reasons of

underachievement. Kyrgyz schools are easier and the teachers are less strict, as he explains2.

This is where his acquired Russian competencies began to decrease again. Due to this change

of schools he became literate in both languages. After finishing school he began working in

his village, where he speaks exclusively Kyrgyz. In the beginning of the 1990s he began

studying in Bishkek, where he strongly experienced the disadvantage of not knowing good

Russian, and where his competence in Russian improved. He returned to the south and now

continues his studies in German philology in a Kyrgyz-speaking group of university.

The two informants are both from the southern region of Kyrgyzstan, which

linguistically differs from the northern region3. They are the same age and have similar

educational backgrounds (4th year; philology at university). They differ in respect to their

degree of bilingualism, their dominant language, the language of schooling and their rural vs.

urban origin. This illustrates the often mentioned and realistic connection between urban

origin and Kyrgyz as a dominant language, which shall be pointed out in detail in the

following section.

3. ANALYSIS

3.1 CHOICE OF SCHOOL AS AN EXPLANATION FOR LANGUAGE

COMPETENCE

Although different factors such as the languages spoken by relatives, neighbors and

friends play an important role in acquiring Russian or Kyrgyz, the language of instruction is

usually mentioned as the decisive factor.

2 This illustrates that the schools do not only differ in respect to language, but also in respect to the quality of
teaching.
3 The northern region is, as in many central Asian Republics more russified, due to its proximity to Russia and
the location of the capital.
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I-1 e cembe y Hac 2060pW111 6anbute Ha pyccicom, nomomy qmo Mbl X061.1.1111 6 pyccicylo

ZUKORy.

We spoke more in Russian, because we went to a Russian school.

I-I expresses a direct causal relation (nomamy umo, because) between the choice of school

and the language used at home. The same causal relation is expressed by 1-2 in the

beginning of the interview.

1-2: He 311010 MO2y 064,31CHURIb

I don't know if i can explain

BK: y me& eneuanvienue umo TRW 11J10X0 Ha pyccxam eoeoptaub?

Do you have the impression that you speak bad Russian?

I-2: ,qa

Yes

BK: A noue.my?

But why?

1-2: H alCe Kb1p2121CKIth WKOil 301C0111111.11, no3many He way umo-mo xopozao

06713100RM tutu eoeopumb.

I graduated from a Kyrgyz school, that is why I cannot explain something very well or speak.

(Quote from the interview, grammatical mistakes are in the original.)

Although 1-2 attended a Russian school in the first half of his elementary education, this

is not referred to. It is left unsaid, how his poor Russian competence contributed to his

academic underachievement. After the interview he explains, that he found it easier to follow

the Kyrgyz education track because it is less demanding. Hence, on the one hand language of

instruction is used to explain language competence, but on the other hand language

competence in Russian facilitates and non-competence hinders academic achievement. This is

summarized by I-I in the following utterance:

I-1 Ame 6bulo maw, nomomy qmo R 3Halla pycoadi R3b1K.

It was easy for me, because I knew Russian.

This division leads to a two-class educational system with Russian as the dominant

and superior language. This is explained in the next section.
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3.2. LINGUISTIC SEGREGATION AND RUSSIAN SUPERIORITY

The Kyrgyz constitution guarantees individuals free choice of the language of

instruction, as well as securing mother tongue education for the major ethnic groups4. In

practice this means that Kyrgyz-speakers have the right to attend Russian language schools,

but Russians do not make use of the right to educate their children in Kyrgyz.

However, in rare cases this right is violated for administrative reasons:

I-1: eoo6uleni xonm R ne xomena, cquman Limo it xupou Kea u it cmozy

omnpaeunu Aieusi 8 KupoucKylo opynny, nacunbno.

Although I did not want to, considering that I am Kyrgyz, they made me go to the Kyrgyz group,.

1-2 was educated in Russian, but due to a lack of Kyrgyz-speaking student she is put into

the Kyrgyz university group. This decision was justified on the basis of her ethnic belonging

(cmuman 141720 ii Kupeuxca/ considering that I am Kyrgyz), which is in many cases equated with

language (see section 4.4.2.).

The Russian and Kyrgyz groups were later united and Russian became, without

question, the language of instruction.

I-1: y HaC Marto 0CmalloCb 8 Kb1p2b1C1C014 opynne u nac o6bedumou U R

OKO3C1110Cb 011Rmb 8 pycowii opynne.

There were little (students) left in the Kyrgyz group and they united us, and I ended up in a Russian

group again.

In this case, the dominance of Russian may be explained by the fact that the Russian

speakers outnumber the Kyrgyz speakers. However, the absence of any explanation rather

illustrates that the speaker does not feel the need to either question or to explain the fact that

Russian was chosen as the language of instruction. The dominance of Russian is implicitly

accepted, even at a time (1999) when Russian was not yet de jure an official language, i.e.

Kyrgyz was the only state language. The Russification of the two groups is, on the one hand,

an indication that pragmatic solutions may be possible5; on the other hand, it also clearly

illustrates how much the perception of Kyrgyz as a minority6 language is internalized,

implicitly accepted and, through measures like this, enhanced.

4 The majority of schools are Kyrgyz, followed by Russian, Uzbek and Tajik.
5 The absence of Kyrgyz textbooks and specialized literature make teaching in Russian easier, and requires a
knowledge of Russian even from the Kyrgyz educated students.
6 Minority language does not refer to the number of speakers, but to the language's status in the society. A
typical feature for a minority language in this sense is that its speakers feel social pressure to become bilingual,
whereas majority-speakers only in rare cases become bilingual in the two languages.
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In another passage the speaker explains how the linguistic and ethnic division of the

group in her first years at a seamstress school in Bishkek is reflected physically.

I-1: Tpynna cpa3y &fullback na nepeom psidy cudeilu pyccxue, e npunyune

eeponefitibi. Bmopoil, mpemuüpRô amambi (...)

The group devided itself immediately, in the first row there were the Russians, in principle Europeans.

The second, third row Asian (...)

Although speakers are aware of Russian dominance, they defend the equality of the

two speech groups in many communication events and arguments,. Nevertheless, they

intuitively know that inequality exists.

I-1: nuxaxon pamniu meaxdy opynnamu nem, He wueem 3nwienue, yuunicA na

KupoucKam wiu HapyccnoM, npocmo y nac maK nanyitaemcn qmo Rennin y nac

omdenblio.

There is not difference, it does not mean anything whether you are in the Kyrgyz or Russian speaking

group. Lectures simply happen to be separate.

In the last example I-1 also confirms the belief that the division into groups based on

language is almost "naturally given". It just happens this way (npocmo y nac max

nanytwemcx/ they happen to be), but one cannot call it discrimination, she continues later.

This is an argument that is frequently made and which shows that this division, introduced

during the Soviet Union, is considered necessary and that alternatives are almost unthinkable.

In the course of her narration, however, I-1 comes to speak about division and segregation:

1-1.: M121 ece o6ufaenicsi, Kozda cemunapocue nodoomoeumb, Kolietwo 31710

o6bedunRem u noupiaemcn, timo pycacue zpynnbI ca.uu no ce6e u KlIpZUCKUe

Zpy111161 cam' no ce6e.

We all speak to eachother, of course when you write a seminar paper this unites, and then it happens

that Russians are amongst themselves and Kyrgyz amongst themselves.

She then continues and acknowledges that there is not only a division, but also a

disadvantage for Kyrgyz speakers. She takes up the topic of rural-urban division.

I-1: Tpydno Ha ux mecme. Hpue33icaemb c npoeunuuu mam axe nem flU oduozo

pyccKozo, pyccuuti !VOX() 3Haella 1710.71bK0 1710, tuno npoxodun 6 zuxone, 31710 06b111110

Mall0
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It is difficult for them. You come from the province, there is not a single Russian there, you know

Russian bad only what you learn in school, and that is usually not a lot.

Although she never encountered severe language problems, she is aware of the

disadvantages for Kyrgyz speakers.

Hence, there are two layers of discourse (and maybe even perception)7. One is the idea

that difference is only discrimination if one group is disadvantaged on purpose and not as a a

victim of circumstances. However, the Kyrgyzstani law guarantees equal rights for all

linguistic groups. Thus there is no legal inequality based on language competence. This

perspective has been strengthened after independence, when Kyrgyz became the state

language and received legal status and more symbolic value. This status makes it even less

plausible to think of Kyrgyz-speakers as disadvantaged and in a weaker position. The given

linguistic division is perceived as a necessity; however, it is acknowledged that a lack of

competence in Russian brings about many difficulties.

This division is not only perceived between university groups but also within one group.

1-2 divides his group into good and bad Russian-speakers.

1-2: y Hac dice HatizioHanbHcui opynna. (...) a U3 mix nemeepo xopouto 3Halom,

npenpacno 311a10111 (.) pyccnuti R3baf. P13 HUX 11.$1MU, nRmepo ne MO3Ce.111 a ft 6

Heempagbnom unooda mo2y zoeopurnb, miooda He moey, cumueaemcsi, corn 51 Away

notha ii nepeoedy mamma na pyccicom mamma na Kblp2b1CK0.41 corn nemeepo

decyluxu ea Ha pyccicam 6ydem U 0CiflWlbHb1 nbimbipe ()et:Two< Ha Kb1p2b1CK0M (...),

iw mome eoo6uie mpyano OHU maxce OtleHb aicanyemcii.

We have the national group (....) and out of those four know Russian well, really really well (.). Five of

them, five, we cannot, and I am in the middle, sometimes I can, sometimes I cannot. I get them mixed

up. When I translate, half is in Russian, half in Kyrgyz. And there are four girls, all in Russian and the

other four girls in Kyrgyz (...) . It is hard for them and they complain very much.

Even in the Kyrgyz group, students complain that not knowing Russian makes academic

achievement harder (oHu maxce onerib dicanyemoll they complain very much). Between the

groups, however the dividing line is even bigger:

1-2: ecmb c Hautem napanenbnom opynne, y nac e eepondicnoli opynne ecmb (...)

7 If we rely on the theory that people talk about things they way they perceive them, then we can assume that
discourse corresponds to perception. However, the relationship between perception and expression is not
reliable. I assume that some speakers are perhaps aware of the idealized picture they present. The frequency
with which discrimination is denied and division explained on grounds of necessity, however, suggests that
speakers do NOT perceive division as segregation and inequality.
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on pycomii. I I xotiy c num no-pycoadi 208011U/7lb no ne 311ato, nottemy He 6bleaem,

Iwo& R C HUM weopun, OHU oice ece apy3bA 14 pyccxue, R (.) li CilleCHRWCb.

In our parallel group, there is, in the European group there is (...) he is Russian. I want to speak to him

in Russian, but I don't know, why it does not happen, when I talk to him, they are all friends and

Russian, I (.) I feel ashamed.

This Kyrgyz-speaker finds it very difficult to get into contact with his Russian-speaking

peers. It just does not happen, he says, and he finds no explanation for this (ne 3nato, nonemy

ne 6swaem/ I don't know why it does not happen). This is a similar non-explanation as the

max narzyuaemcA above, although he continues and gives a precise explanation, namely that

the others are all Russian and he is ashamed (onu oice ece apy3bli u pyccxue, R (.) A

cmecnsuocb/ they are all friends and Russians, I (.) I feel ashamed) of using his Russian,

which has grammatical mistakes, as he explains further. He continues to explain that his

efforts were laughed about and his pronunciation was commented on. Hence, the division is

not explicitly perceived as segregation, yet the feeling of inferiority is implicitly expressed.

3.3.1. LANGUAGE ACQUISITION AND LEARNING

Language acquisition can be spontaneous; i.e., speakers acquire L2 without conscious

effort. They make their own generalizations which are not accessible for explication. This

usually leads to good communicative competence. In contrast to acquisitions, we speak of

language learning, when a speaker makes the deliberate attempt to learn a language through

conscious application of rules and learnt vocabulary. The resulting competencies are not

necessarily those which are needed in everyday spontaneous communicationiii. Successful

language learners combine both strategies. The conditions for learning Russian or Kyrgyz as

L2 through this kind of combination are more or less favourable in Kyrgyzstan depending on

the age and rural or urban background of the learner.

3.3.1. SPONTANEOUS LANGUAGE ACQUISITION

In both interviews we find both detailed description of the speakers' strategies to learn

one of the languages, and very simple explanations. One of the simplest explanations is:

Mbl nocmenenno nocmenenno npuebucnu.

We got used to it by and by (literal translation)
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The literal formulation nocmenenno npuebtx(Rawiu) is found not only in those two

interviews, but can be considered as the prototypical formulation to explain language

acquisition as opposed to conscious learning. The English equivalent would be to pick up a

language.

The necessity and the surrounding is stressed, when explaining Russian language

acquisition. The two speakers also mention more explicit strategies, including:

comparing the two languages and finding regularities and similarities,

reading books and papers with the help of a dictionary, even if the contents are not

understood,

watching TV and trying to imitate some of the expressions,

looking up endings in grammar books,

asking friends for unknown words.

These are all out-of-class activities; in school speakers pick up the language by being

taught in it (immersion), or by taking language classes.

3.3.2. IMMERSION

Immersion in the Russian language is a very common strategy to "teach" Russian to

Kyrgyz-speaking children. Kyrgyz-speaking parents deliberately send their children to

Russian schools, so that their children become educated in the "language of opportunities".

Depending on the existing level of knowledge of Kyrgyz and the teacher's methodology, this

is a more or less painful shock to very many Kyrgyz-speaking schoolchildren and students.

1-2: Ha pycocom 6buto mpyano, ?twat mome yqumenbttuya 6buta owl c qactno

eoeopum, qmo6b1 wyttamb Had() eoeopumb, celiqac ece HYCCKOM 2060p5i M 6

xbipobwmatte. Bon2 o6m3arnenbno HaytturncH Kblp2b1CKIlli 393 pyccxuzi 313b1K. ece Ha

pyccHom nepeeodu, owl 'name He cmoetta xopozuo Ha Kblp2blCKOM u eceeda xoeda

6buta 6eceda ece Ha pyccxam 6buto. Kotteqtto mpydno 6b1310, 5t xoeda MOJIbK0 qumamb

He Atoz dame apamno nepepaccHa3blaamb.

It was difficult in Russian, there was a teacher (...) she said often, that we should speak in order to

learn. Now everybody speaks Russian in Kyrgyzstan. We had to learn Kyrgyz ehm Russian. Translate

everything into Russian! She could not in Kyrgyz either, and whenever we talked to her every thing was

in Russian. Of course it was difficult, I could not read then, not even retell.
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His teachers do not understand Kyrgyz, so that it is impossible for him to make himself

understood. In immersion classes, however, it is recommended to have teachers who at least

understand the students' Ll. Letting students reply in their Ll leads to better results, because

students feel that their language is appreciatediv. The pressure and frustration in the Russian

schools lead to ambivalent attitudes toward Kyrgyz (which is felt to be worthless) and

towards Russian (which is perceived as frustrating and threatening).

I-1 is a rare example of successful immersion of a majority-language speaker into

minority-language classes8. As explained above, it is usually Kyrgyz-speakers who aspire to

learn Russian, rather than vice versa, so that her Kyrgyz immersion experience is exceptional.

She speaks Kyrgyz fairly well, but experiences terminological problems in the all Kyrgyz

groups that she attends:

I-1: ...ne moana WHAM mepmunbl, si dymaaa, ny Regal-Jo A He nonma C.110e0, A daRbzue

nofimy. (...) eom onu dime oehRenuRu u nomom R MOJIblal nonnaa eecb CMbICJ1

neicouu u3-3a odnozo cRoea R He moalla noninnb.

I could not understand the terminology, and i thought, well, i don't understand the word, i will

understand later on (...) and they explained to me and then only I understood the sense of the whole

lecture, because of one word I could not understand

1-2 struggles a lot more, not only with one or two words, but with whole expressions and

communication. He also experiences the social stigma that goes along with not knowing good

Russian. This stigma is not attached to knowing "only" colloquial Kyrgyz. On the contrary, I-

l's classmates express their admiration for her good Russian knowledge:

I-I: (quotes her classmates) "000 KOK IT ibl xopoluo 3naemb pycoadi A3b1K"

Oh, how well you speak Russian"

This is something an ethnic Kyrgyz Kyrgyz-speaker never experiences, since it is taken

for granted (although not realistic) that ethnic Kyrgyz speak Kyrgyz (cp. section 4.3.2.).

3.3.3. LANGUAGE TEACHING

The interviewees' references to activities in language classes are very one-sided.

Informants only talk about READING, RETELLING and LEARNING BY HEART; there is

8The Canadian and US Experience has shown that bilingual immersion leaves negative psychological effects and
hence an unfavourable language attitude on minority-language speakers. Immersing majority-language speakers
into the minority-language, however, has left positive linguistic and attitudinal results.
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absolutely no mention of other language teaching/learning activities. This picture very much

corresponds to the actual teaching style in classrooms.

1-2: SI moo itumamb no ne cAto2 nepe (.) npocmo (.) paccKa3btaamb o6Parnno.

I could read, but could not re- (.) simply tell something again.

He remembers that he could not retell texts, so that he once learnt a text by heart, cited

the text and impressed his classmates as well as the teacher.

The interviewee describes the classes as boring (He unmepecno 6bulo). Classmates

laugh about mistakes, which influences the attitude towards the taught language (u ece

nacueutuealom eeo, u noamomy Immo &ace nurnamb ne xotiern):

1-2: ne wunepecno óbuw, 607B 6 Kblp2191CKOfi wxane ecmb deeitoincu, ma.abquicu

Kornopbze flyinue yitamcB, dame otnt, nanpumep Kozda qumatom qmo numepamypy

cityx qumwom a onu ne mozym xopowo zottopumb, npowcnowenue y ttux

n.wxo 6buto [+++] qumatom u ace nacmeumewom ezo, u 110.31110fity HUKI110

daatce qumamb ne xoqem ao epemn ypoKa.

It was not interesting, in the Kyrgyz school there were girls, boys who knew better, even they, for

example when they read literature aloud, and they could not speak well, their pronunciation was

bad [+++], they read and everybody laughs about him, and this is why noone would even want to

read during class.

Attention is paid to pronunciation and reading skills. This is in many cases called speaking

Russian. In the following paragraph, I-1 illustrates how speaking or knowing a language is

equated to knowing texts by heart.

MOB odnoxypcnutfa, ona nonumana x0MA naoxo pa3zoaapu8ana. Ona

maw paccica3blearnb crnux Hyuncuna. (....) B npocmo yduewlacb tano ona nauyanb

(...)

My classmate, she understood, but spoke poor Russian. She started citing a poem by Pushkin (...). I

was simply amazed, that she (...) by heart.

Reciting a poem contradicts her belief that her classmate does not speak Russian.

Moreover, Pushkin's poems are considered to be difficult and very elaborate literature, so

that for her it is difficult to believe that a person who even cites Pushkin has few speaking

skills. The connection between the aim of speaking a language and knowing poems by heart

as a means of teaching it, is illustrated when I-1's continues.
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I-1: ecru" 6it Han npenodaeanu 8 =one Kup2u3cKuu 513 biK, Mbl modice 6b1 cmanu C

demcmea pa3zoeapueamb, Ham 6bi modice 6bulo Reelf0, n He npomue detcnamupoeamb

CMIIX14.

If they had taught us Kyrgyz in school, we would speak from childhood on, it would be easy for us as

well, I have nothing against citing poems.

In neither interview is there any reference at all to interactive and comprehension skills

in language classes. Nevertheless, 1-2 knows exactly that he his lacking communication skills

outside class. Hence it is intuitively clear what it means to speak a language, but those skills

are neither valued nor trained in language classes, which makes learning difficult and

frustrating.

3.4. LANGUAGE ATTITUDES

Some attitudinal features have been expressed both directly and indirectly through the

evaluation of language classes. They are frequently connected to attitudes toward the ethnic

group. The differences between the rural Kyrgyz and the urban bilingual speaker are again

significant.

3.4.1. TOWARDS MULTILINGUALISM

The bilingual speaker from the urban area has little negative experience or negative

attitudes towards either of the languages. She sees Russian as the language that unifies people

in Kyrgyzstan and the CIS; however, she acknowledges that the future of Kyrgyzstan is

bilingual, and that Kyrgyz will play an important role on the national level. Her attitude

towards bi- and multilingualism is thus very positive. Her case illustrates that under the right

circumstances immersion and bilingual education enable the speaker to become not only

bilingual, but also bi-literate and bicultural. She considers herself a member of both the

Kyrgyz and the Russian speech-communities because she thinks in the two languages.

1-2 theoretically also values multilingualism. But his Russian acquisition was not very

successful, in comparison to other Kyrgyz Russian speakers. The immersion into Russian

classes at a young age, without consideration of important psychological factors, has created

an ambivalent attitude towards multilingualism, and particularly Russian.

In addition, outside the educational system, he knows that his knowledge of Uzbek is

valued by the Uzbek,
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1-2: (quotes) «000 mallodeli, mai yoice, mbi moaicemb eoeopumb oiccabieaemoz»

(usbekisch)

"Oh good, you alreaday seem to know (Uzbek)."

but frowned upon by Kyrgyz (noliemy Hy zoeopu Ha xbipoblocom). Although he tries to

speak to every person in his or her language, he has an ambivalent attitude toward

multilingualism (MHe otienb max xottemoz, Ho y mewl He noilyitaemcR), because he knows that

many members of his speech-community consider multilingualism a threat to their ethnic and

linguistic identity. This threat is felt especially strong from Uzbek and Russian, the major

languages in Kyrgyzstan.

1-2: A:Home K14132111361 He X0Militl, noHemy, Hy 2060pU Ha KblpZbICKOM, noiiemy, 5L xouy

HM1IMU Ha HeMeliKalli XOtly 2080p14Mb, Ha pycocam pyccicaniu, a Kblp2bl3aNt Kupouciadi

u y36exam Ha y36eilicom. MHe OtleHb maK .XOWTHCH, Ho y mem He nanyitaemat.

Many Kyrgyz do not want, why, well, speak in Kyrgyz, why, I want to speak to Germans in German,

to Russians in Russian, and to Kyrgyz in Kyrgyz and to Uzbek in Uzbek. I want this very much, but it

does not happen to me like this.

3.4.2. TOWARDS RUSSIAN

As mentioned above, knowledge of Russian is very prestigious, but for many Kyrgyz

speakers it also presents a threat to their ethnic identity.

I-1: 110.21CUJible .111061,1, Komopwe c ynperamt, limo obi KUNU3b1 u Hepavoeapueaeme

Ha KUNUCKOM.

Old people, who accuse (us), you are Kyrgyz and don't speak in Kyrgyz.

1-2 remembers that he did not mind speaking Russian to the Russians in Bishkek, but

that he found it very difficult to speak Russian to ethnic Kyrgyz and that he did not like it. He

may feel inferior, when he compares his bad Russian to their good Russian, whereas Russian

knowledge for Russians is "natural". This reflects the very common belief, that a person

should speak one's own language. Oita own 513b1K dame He 3Haem (she does not speak her

own language) is a very common accusation to Russian speaking ethnic Kyrgyz. Ethnicity

and language are equated and pothiou 513b1K (native tongue) thus refers to a person's ethnicity

and not to their first language.

I-2's experiences with Russian at school are exclusively negative. His experience

illustrates that even though he knows Russian, he is still stigmatised as a Kyrgyz-speaker, as

G
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long as his pronunciation is not perfect, and as long as he speaks with grammatical mistakes.

He tries to get around Russian by learning a foreign language, which is also highly

prestigious.

1-2: HO HUKMO ne crnapancn pycciculi 513bIK y3narnb, HUKMO ne 3Ha 11 U HUKM0 moo& He

ino6un pycocuil 513b1K. (...) Moe Junenue nynuse nem (.)3rno2o,(.) nemeqxuli .ilynure nem

pi/cc/cow (...). 11 max dymaro. Born mammy ne crnaparocb, inno6b1 3narnb xopouro.

Hemetpcuii xony 311a Mb.

Noone tries to know Russian, noone knew it, and noone at that time loved Russian (...). In my opinion

better than (.) well (.), Russian is (.). German is better than Russian, I think so. And this is why I don't

put effort into knowing it. I want to know German.

3.4.3. TOWARDS KYRGYZ

Both speakers are Ll Kyrgyz speakers. There are, however, hardly any quotes that

indicate their emotions and attitudes towards Kyrgyz. The problem of translating "serious"

literature into Kyrgyz and of expressing difficult thoughts in it is mentioned by I-1:

I-1 cepe3nbze eezqu nepeeecrnu Inpyano.

It is difficult to translate serious things.

This refers to the lack of scientific terminology, but it also conveys the idea that Kyrgyz

is a language for everyday communication, for the home and the bazaar, but not for literature

or science. This is one of the reasons why Kyrgyz speakers consider Russian and Uzbek,

which have longer literary traditions, as threats to Kyrgyz linguistic vitality.

Since it is very uncommon for Russian-speakers to even try to learn Kyrgyz, they are

praised for knowing three Kyrgyz phrases, counting to ten and singing one song in Kyrgyz,

which again reflects the concept that knowing a language means uttering highly context

reduced linguistic items.

4. CONCLUSION

The two interviews illustrate9 that language learning and language attitudes influence

each other in both directions. On the one hand, language classes convey concepts about what

9 The expressed opinions and attitudes are individual, but they also refer to collective experiences.
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useful language skills are. Since the taught skills amount to no more than context-reduced

skills such as reading and reciting, they do not lead to successful interaction in the target

language. This in turn leads to frustration and a decrease in motivation.

Immersion as practiced in Russian schools in Kyrgyzstan results in an immersion shock

for the Kyrgyz-speaker, who in spite of the legal status of the language are still perceived as

speakers of a minority language. This shock is particularly strong in rural areas, where no

communication in Russian is possible and the students do not understand the necessity of

learning it, and are thus not motivated but pressured to do so. The pressure and frustration

they experience in their first years of school may lead to an unfavorable attitude towards

Russian. This is in some cases also connected to academic underachievement, so that not

knowing Russian has a double negative effect. In urban areas, where learning in class is

combined with communication in Russian outside school, conditions for language learning

and acquisition are rather favorable and leave more favorable attitudes.

Due to the general acceptance of Russian as the "superior" language, the division into

Kyrgyz and Russian educational tracks increases segregatory effects instead of increasing the

value of Kyrgyz. Language attitudes are thus an outcome of language teaching and education

in so far that concepts about speaking a second language and experiences of superiority or

underachievement connected to knowing or not knowing a language are created in the

educational system.

Nevertheless, learners come to school with the knowledge that Russian is the "language

of opportunities," and that Kyrgyz enjoys little prestige. For this reason and because language

and ethnicity are perceived as almost synonymous, Russians put less effort into learning

Kyrgyz. Consequently, the educational system puts strong pressure on Russian language

learners, but hardly any on Kyrgyz language learners. Thus attitudes are an input into

language teaching and learning; however, they are confirmed and fermented through the

educational process.

Reasonable language planning measures could break this interdependence or vicious

circle, which leads to ethno-linguistic segregation. Policy makers are however also subject to

their experience and attitudes, hence alternatives to linguistic division and learning texts by

heart are so far hardly thinkable.

i Baker, C. (1992); Pulvermiiller, F.; Schumann, J. H. (1994); Bradac; J. J. (1990), Gardner, R. C.; Lambert, W.
E. (1972)

1Franceschini, R. (1999); Fix, U; Barth (2000)
Wode, H. (1995, 137)

I" Crawford, J. (1989); Wode, H. (1995); Krashen, S. (1999)
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